In order to solve the non uniform environment of the target area influencing the variance of DF error, the weighted maximum likelihood estimation (WMLE) algorithm was proposed. In this algorithm, the effect of the target distance was introduced into MLE. we construct the weighted vector to make up for the effect when the target distance increase the variance of the DF error become worse. Theoretical analysis showed that the algorithm of WMLE could further improve the accuracy of the multi-station DF crossing localization.
Passive acoustic localization has received good attention in the world and obtained considerable development in the military fields, for its good concealment, strong confidentiality and less susceptible to interference. Among its many location methods, multi-station DF crossing location is one of the important. It is a kind of method, by using multi-station DF information to obtain the location of target, also known as triangulation method. The location accuracy is mainly affected by the DF's accuracy, array's quantity, base-station's configuration, localization's algorithm and other factors, especially when the sensor's device and array's configuration was constrained, location algorithm would become the main factors affecting the location accuracy.
Recently years, many mature localization algorithms have been formed, such as least squares estimation (LSE), pseudo-linear estimation (PLE), maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). Among them, the performance of MLE is excellent. When using the MLE to locate the sound point of the burst, we usually assume the variance (σ ) of DF error is unchanged. But actually, target region isn't an uniform environment, σ will be influenced by the target distance. Obviously, from the control of estimation error, MLE isn't an effective method. This article according to the point of the account source, based on the view of Dogancay's MLE, we construct the WMLE, namely, by setting the weighted function to compensate for the effect of heterogeneous environment on DF error.
Location Principle
In figure 1 , The station position is represented by ( , , ) 
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According to the relations between stations and emitter sources, we can get equation (1) and (2) 1 tan ( )
Weighted Maximum Likelihood Estimation
According to the principle of maximum likelihood estimation, we can construct the maximum
Where W is a covariance matrix of the bearing noise and ( ) e p is the error vector, which can be expressed as { }   1  2  1  2   2  2  2  2  2  2 , , , , , , ,
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Therefore, the estimation value of the emitter source can be expressed as J is the 2N×3 Jacobian of ( ) 
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Experiment Condition. Assuming the system is conformed by six base stations, which has uniform linear array and located at the x axis from -3000 to 3000. And the area of target is assumed as: axis x is ±3km, axis y is 1km～7km,axis z is ±0.5km. From the curves of the figure, we can draw a conclusion:
(1)The location accuracy of the three algorithms will reduce with the variance of azimuth ϕ σ and elevation θ σ increasing. Among them, the accuracy of PLE is the worst, the accuracy of WMLE is the best, for the curve of WMLE is approach to CRLB. And the accuracy of MLE is between PLE and WMLE, for the curve is at the middle of them. So if we don't change the other condition of the system and only transform algorithm, the WMLE can further improve the location accuracy of the system.
(2) The variance of azimuth ϕ σ and elevation θ σ ,when one fixed the other changing, conclusion
(1) still holds, but comparing figure 3 and figure 4 we can find, RMSE was influenced higher by 
Conclusion
This paper studied the algorithm of the multi-station DF crossing localization. based on the MLE, the WMLE algorithm was proposed which considering the influence of the target distance. Experiment results show that the location accuracy of WMLE is much higher than that of PLE. which can make up of the error of the fixed variance and improve the influence of nonhomogeneous environment of the target area, compared with the MLE algorithm, WMLE can further improve the accuracy of the multi-station DF crossing localization.
